
Present Perfect With For Since

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We have sent out in regular weekly issues ________ March hundreds of
copies of good equal suffrage articles.
1. since

The total expenditure on the drainage canals ________ 1892 has been
more than $100,000,000.
2. since

Catiche Cheremshánov, whom I have not met ________ eighteen years.3. for

This year on a wall the catkins have been in beauty ever ________ the first
week of January.
4. since

Now I've bought chickens from Mr. Dewlap ________ forty years.5. for

________ 1882, tuberculosis has decreased forty-nine per cent; typhoid,
thirty-nine per cent.
6. Since

________ then the Mendelian discoveries have attracted the attention of
biologists generally.
7. Since

And against us, as they have been ________ a hundred years, the Himlo.8. for

________ the advent of the present Sultan, the process of dismemberment
has gone on more rapidly than ever.
9. Since

Hood has made a successful debut as a fighting general in command of
the army, ________ Gen. Johnston's removal.
10.

since

________ then she has contributed to most of the high-grade magazines,
both on this continent and England.
11. Since

During the period ________ 1885 the anti-Semitic movement has
produced an immense pamphlet literature.
12. since

________ that time legislation hostile to the Negro has increased
enormously in that section.
13. Since

I've been in Alasky ________ two years now.14. for
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As Argyle's to the tartan, my heart has warmed to an Irishman ________
that night.
15. since

I've known George Robey ________ ten years.16. for

The people of India ________ Vedic times have eaten curry and always
will.
17. since

The attacks have taken place at Yule ________ two successive years,
exactly as in the Grettis saga.
18. for

________ that period-the winter of 1858-59-we have been on several
occasions at Cawnpore.
19. Since

Madame Socani and I have known each other ________ twenty years.20. for
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